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I

THE DIALECTICS OF COMPETENCY ACQUISITION:
POLLUTION PREVENTION IN ELECTRIC
GENERATION
ALFRED MARCUS* and DONALD GEFFEN
Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minne-

sota, U.S.A.
x

Strategy researchers now recognize that distinctive competencies are critically important fo

sustained competitive advantage. The processes by which such competencies are acquired,
however, has only started to be examined. Connections between macro-industrial system leve

properties and micro-developments in proprietary technology at the firm level need to be mad
This paper argues that system-wide properties, such as long-standing elementary and opposing
logics in societal forces like governments and markets, and micro-developments, such as the

firm's capacity to search for talent, technology, and ideas and to harmonize what it learn

internally, can contribute in significant ways to the creation and acquisition of new competencies
Based on the case of pollution prevention in electric generation, it shows how the system-wid
properties channel and direct the paths that the acquisition of new competencies take and ho
they interact with micro-developments at the firm level. ? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

system. We combine an organization theory focus

on macro-system change with a strategic
Growing recognition of the significance
of dis-focus on firm-specific competency
management
tinctive competencies for sustained competitive
acquisition.
advantage (Henderson and Cockbum, 1994; Lado
and Wilson, 1994; Lado, Boyd, and Wright, 1992;
Macro-system change
Hall, 1993; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Winter,
1987) has led to increased attention to
procAt the
the system
level, government can establish a
esses by which such competencies are
acquired
purpose
or goal which drives movement toward
(McGrath, MacMillan, and Venkatraman,
1995; (March and Simon, 1958). It can
an end-state
Amit and Schoemaker, 1993). This paper
monitorillusprogress and modify its intentions based
trates a novel approach to the problem.
on what
We use
it learns (Braybrooke and Lindblom,
theories that explain the processes of1970;
change
Jones,at
1970; Anderson, Brady, and Bullock,

the system level (Van de Ven and Poole,
1995;
1978; Dye,
1978; Mitnick, 1980; Marcus, 1984).
Van de Ven, Angle, and Poole, 1989;
Vanin de
Rivals
the marketplace then compete to meet
Ven, 1993a, 1993b) to examine competency
this goal (Friedman, 1972, 1979). From their
acquisition by specific firms embedded
in the
competition
variations emerge, mostly slight and
successive but some punctuated and major
(Tushman and Romanelli, 1985; Gersick, 1991).

The market selects and retains some of the variKey words: strategy process research; competence

acquisition; innovation and change; corporate
environations
and discards others. The government logic

mental management

is teleologic; it leads toward an end-state. The

* Correspondence to: Alfred Marcus, Carlson School of Manmarket logic
agement, University of Minnesota, 3-353 CarlSMgmt,
321-is evolutionary; it is driven by cycles
variation, selection, and retention (Hannan and
19th Avenue South, Minneapolis, MN 55455, of
U.S.A.
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1146 A. Marcus and D. Geffen
Freeman, 1977; Astley, 1985). The conflict
petencies (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). Doing so
between these logics is a dialectic (Benson, 1977;is a complex process affected by both uncertainty
Coser, 1956) that can result in a unique and and conflict (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993).
unanticipated synthesis.

Distinctive competencies can be created by
uniting previously unconnected elements or

developing new ways to fuse elements previously
unassociated (Nahapiet and Ghoshal, 1997; Usher,
These system-wide developments affect firm-level 1954). Such competencies are based on the intechoices (Brumagim, 1994; Powell, 1995). Firmsgration and combination of component elements,
both look outside their organizations for talent, whether they be tangible resource inputs or intantechnology, and ideas (Hamel and Prahalad, gible understandings, know-how, and techniques
1994) and try to harmonize what they learn with(Kogut and Zander, 1992; Henderson and
what they know internally (Hamel and Prahalad, Cockbur, 1994; Galunic and Rodan, 1998).
1994; Chakravarthy, 1996). Looking outside These elements are transformed, organized, and
involves the capacity to confront novel problemsreconfigured to create useful products and ser(Nelson and Winter, 1982; Winter, 1987), assess vices. While the most basic competence is the
future developments (Chamberlain, 1968), andcapacity to integrate and combine components in
reposition the firm in the face of changing con-new ways, the list of capabilities which support
ditions (Lenz, 1980). Harmonizing what is known this basic one is much longer (Afuah, 1998).
internally involves dealing with organizational

Firms embedded in the system

problems (Amit and Schoemaker, 1993) that
Managing the physical environment
might require high degrees of trust and
cooperation, deft, heedful interrelating, and theLike total quality management (Powell, 1995),
renegotiation of explicit and implicit contracts establishing a distinctive competence for manag(McGrath et al., 1995).
ing the physical environment is important, as it
This paper develops an approach to competencecan mean less waste, fewer emissions, less acciacquisition that is built on the interaction between dents, lower costs, and better integrated systems
these system-wide properties and firm-specific(Shrivastava, 1995; Gladwin, 1993). To the extent
capabilities. We illustrate this approach by ana- that this competence is tacit, casually ambiguous,
lyzing the electric utility industry's responses torare, firm specific (Hart, 1995), and adds value
the 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act. We
to customers through product differentiation or
costs, it provides competitive advantage.
start by defining what a distinctive competence lower
is
Indeed,
many companies have made substantial
and connecting it to management of the physical
advances in reconciling their business and
environment. We examine the process of acquir-

environmental goals. They have created 'wining a competence from the perspective of strategic
win' solutions where being 'green' rather than a
process theory, discuss the paper's methods, and

cost of doing business has become an impetus
present the findings. Implications for research and
for
the development of new market opportunities
practice are brought out in the conclusion.
and innovation (Porter and Van der Linde, 1995).

However, these instances of win-win outcomes
A DISTINCTIVE COMPETENCE

are becoming increasingly difficult to realize

(Walley and Whitehead, 1994).Thus, understanding how
they are achieved is important.
Industrial economics holds that superior
performExamining
how environmental competence is
ance comes from competitive position
(Porter,
acquiredon
canthe
be a good way to understand how
1980). A contrasting approach focuses
firm's distinctive competencies (Hamel and
distinctive competencies in general are obtained.
Prahalad, 1994), unique accretions of rigidities In electric generation, a competence for environmental management is highly important (Torrens
and capabilities that it acquires over time in the
course of accepting commitments and adapting and
to Platt, 1994). The U.S. EPA (1989) estimates
that
electric utilities generate about 70 percent of
external and internal pressures (Selznick, 1957).

all U.S. sulfur dioxides and 30 percent of all
Top management's role is to identify, acquire,
build, deploy, protect, and defend such comU.S. nitrogen oxides. They are major greenhouse
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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gas contributors, emitting more than 500 million
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(1992) and others (see Pettigrew, 1985; Abbott

tons of carbon per year. Gollop and Roberts

1990, 1992; and Holmes and Poole, 1990).

(1983) found a very large and negative effect of
environmental regulations on their productivity.
Jaffe et al. (1995) calculated it as the largest and
most negative impact on any industry, a 44 per-

The process of acquisition
Van de Ven (1992) makes the distinction between

cent share reduction in productivity due to

strategy process research that relies on constructs

environmental regulation in this industry compared to 8-12 percent drop-off in other industries.

According to Power Engineering Magazine, the

Acid Rain Program (Title IV) of the Clean Air
Act Amendments was 'the central management
issue' electric utilities faced in the 1990s:

measured as fixed variables and research that

investigates the unfolding of events over time.
He criticizes the former for its 'highly restrictive

and unrealistic assumptions' (1992: 170), and
calls on researchers to open 'the... "black box"
between inputs and outputs' in order to observe

how stories unfold (1992: 170). According to
Van
de Ven (1992), rather than exclusively
in a recent survey, more than half (58%) of the
emphasizing
cause-and-effect relationships
utilities responding indicated that compliance

variables, researchers should take a 'hiswith the Clean Air Act 'was the primary goal between
of
their capital spending plans... Industry sources
torical development perspective that focuses on
estimate the cost of compliance at about $3-$5
the "stages" and "sequences" of events' (p. 170).
billion per year between 1995 and 1999 and as
To understand the progression of events, Van
much as $7 billion by 2000. (Kuehn, 1993: 19).

de Ven (1992: 172) notes that process models

often are developed 'inductively' on the basis of
Pollution prevention became very important
'retrospective
to
case histories.' The contribution of
the utilities.
our paper is in this realm. We aim to present not
a variance model of the competence acquisition
process but a process model that describes how

Acquiring a competence

events unfold. As Van de Ven (1992) suggests,

Acquiring a competence to manage the physical
we are interested in 'underlying generative
environment is a complicated process. It involves
mechanisms' that help explain why observed
socially constructed elements (Amit and Schoeevents occur in particular sequences (1992: 177).
maker, 1993). Key players are likely to interpret
the conditions they face and assign meaning to

CASE METHODS
the actions they take in fairly idiosyncratic ways.

They make moves as much by experimentation,
trial and error, opportunism, and accident as
Our
by research is based on extensive investiga
planning (Collins and Porras, 1994). They learn
of publicly available documents and intervi
from failure as much as from success (McGrath
about the electric utilities' responses to the
Clean Air Act Amendments. Documents were
et al., 1995). This process could not be otherwise

if it is to produce hard-to-imitate distinctive
read, and to clarify what was learned, openresults (Reed and DeFillippi, 1990).
ended, background interviews were done with key

industry participants and experts who provided
At present, the concepts used to understand
additional insights and documents. The methods
the process of competency acquisition are fairly
amorphous (Miller and Shamsie, 1997). They
(Yin, 1989) involved going back and forth
between the documents and interviews, comparing
have not been carefully defined or tested. Because
information with theory, and allowing the analytithe process of combining, deploying, and mobilizcal framework to emerge from the evidence
ing competencies is path dependent and historically grounded (Barney, 1986a, 1986b, 1991), it (Eisenhardt, 1989). These methods were iterative
does not make sense to examine it by means ofand closely linked to the data. They relied on
logical deduction from well-established theory multiple collection methods, quantitative and
qualitative information, multiple investigators, and
and by empirical testing of hypotheses. It makes
more sense to work inductively using the methods the use of public and corporate records as well

of process research pioneered by Van de Venas

? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

interviews.
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The initial question

discussion with these individuals led us to three

knowledgeable insiders in the industries that sup-

The initial question that motivated the research plied coal and natural gas technology and to
was 'What were the competitive implications of three knowledgeable insiders in the industries that
the 1990 Clean Air Act on the electric utility transported these fuels. In total we did 14 inindustry?' To assemble the information and write depth interviews.' Those we talked to were prompreliminary reports (Geffen and Marcus, 1995a, ised anonymity. The interviews were carried out
1995b), we prepared an outline. The categories in the spring and summer of 1995. The typical
in this outline included: the environmental pres- interview lasted 1-2 hours and was conducted in
sures the electric utilities faced; the structure of the form of a conversation usually with both
the utility industry; the inputs the industry needed investigators present. The interviews were tape
to make its products; the market size of the recorded, rendered into type-written form, and
companies that provided these inputs; their market used in composing our preliminary reports

projections and market share; the existence of(Geffen and Marcus, 1995a, 1995b). We also
new entrants and competing technologies; and the consulted experts on the phone for short dislikely competitive position the new entrants and cussions to clarify points when needed.
These contacts with people in the industry
competing technologies would achieve.
provided us with very specific types of information. For instance, the environmental experts
Public documents
clarified the meaning of the 1990 Clean Air Act
and its effects on the utilities. The experts on
Extensive public documents on the electric utility
coal-fired power provided insights about the shift
industry were used to gather information about
clean coal that was occurring. The experts on
these topics. We relied on reports from to
the
natural gas discussed new generating technologies
Department of Energy (especially the Energy
that
Information Agency within the Department
ofwere being introduced. The experts on clean
coal technologies told us about advances in these
Energy) and the Environmental Protection
and why the advances had not gone
Agency and examined publicly availabletechnologies
10K
as far as anticipated. The experts on transporting
reports as well as the work of industry analysts
(Prudential Securities, 1993, 1995; Merrill Lynch,
fuels described the innovations taking place in
these methods. When possible, we asked for and
1993) on the utilities and their suppliers. Some
of these documents were quite useful in helping
received specific analyses of the market penus compare and rank the utilities based on etration
their of these different options and their comenvironmental costs, the percentage of power they
parative prices at the time that the interviews
were carried
derived from coal and other forms of power

out.

generation, the percentage of their customers who

came from the industrial, as opposed to commerOpenness to the evidence
cial or residential, sector, and other attributes.

As the research proceeded, our impressions and
understandings began to evolve. For instance, at

Interviews

the start of the research, we believed that the

To supplement what we learned from these docufocus of the acquired competencies would be the
ments we carried out interviews. We started out

utilities. We would discover how they gained

by talking to two key experts from the industry.
competitive advantage based on their responses

One was an authority on environmental issues
and the other on the industry's technology options
'The titles of the 14 people with whom we conducted in-

depth interviews were President of Utility Subsidiary, Vice
for dealing with the Clean Air Act. Our subsequent contacts for additional interviews came President for Energy Resources, Director of Fuel Resources,
Director of Electric Marketing, Director of Technology Stratfrom these initial ones. In this way, the initial egy, Environmental Manager, Senior Vice President of Busiinterviews snowballed into many more. We were ness Development, Vice President of Engineering and Techreferred to three industry experts on generating nology, Director of Engineering Services, Divisional
Marketing Director, Regional Marketing Manager, Environ-

electricity from coal and to three industry experts mental Consultant, Director of Coal Research Center, and

on generating electricity from natural gas. Our Professor

? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

with Expertise in Coal.
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to the Clean Air Act. However, as more was

1149

change (Marcus, 1981) which consists of th

government and the market (the macro-industr
learned, we discovered that the key players were
not the electric utilities but their suppliers. The
system) and individual companies looking outsi
electric utilities did not originate the unique polfor talent, technology, and ideas and harmonizi
lution prevention solutions they adopted. These
what is known internally was important (s
solutions were brought to them by their suppliers.
Figure 1).
The suppliers created new technological systemsWe considered but decided not to use a number
that served the utilities' needs. The suppliers that
of frameworks commonly found in the innovation
best accomplished this task achieved competiand change literature. The problem with theories
of induced change (Ruttan and Hayami, 1984)
tive advantage.
was that they too narrowly focused on one
In particular, two suppliers were named again
and again by our sources. These were the Bur-level-changes in the external economic environlington Northern (BN) Railroad and the General
ment. They did not take into account government.
Processes internal to the firm remained inside a
Electric (GE) Company. BN and GE were
especially good at integrating, combining, and
'black box' (Ruttan, 1997: 1521). Evolutionary
configuring technologies, some lying outside theirtheories got inside the 'black box' and examined
organizations (e.g., BN and computer processing
organizational routines in relation to market procfor better scheduling and traffic control) and some
esses (Burgelman, 1984). However, like theories
lying within (e.g., GE and jet engine technology).
of induced change, they failed to adequately
They brought together countless, incremental
incorporate the role of government. Path depeninnovations from diverse areas in a manner Usher
dency, with its focus on micro-level historical
(1954) describes as cumulative synthesis. These
events, placed too much emphasis on the 'locksuppliers competed in their specialized areas to
in' phenomenon; it did not sufficiently account
provide the utilities what they needed to deal
for changes in the rate and direction of change.
with the Clean Air Act. The utilities then
The role of government again was underdeployed what the suppliers brought them.
TheyGovernment also did not figure
emphasized.
looked outside their organizations for prominently
answers to enough in theories of diffusion
the challenges they faced, a process(Rogers,
that was
1983), which rely heavily on intermuch less burdensome than having personal
to develop
networks and information exchanges to
the solutions themselves.
explain the spread of new ideas.
Thus, we accepted Pettigrew's (1985) 'contex-

tualism,' which involves juxtaposing external conditions with internal organizational processes, but
To organize the analysis we needed a framework.
with a significant exception. While he starts with
Normal science divides reality into fixed variables
the firm and moves from it to government and
and attributes causation to the probable relations
the market, we started with government and the
between them (Abbott, 1990, 1992). The analogue
market and moved from it to the firm. The analy-

A framework

sis that follows starts with elements of the macroto causality in a narrative structure is the interpretive

framework-a theory of 'enchainment' (Abbott,
industrial system. Then, micro-developments at
1990, 1992) that gives coherence to events (Holmes
the firm level are examined with the emphasis
and Poole, 1990). Thus, how the analysis is
on the supplier firms BN and GE that acquired
organized tends to be very important.

the competencies that allowed them to benefit the

Because our subject matter was change, we most from the passage of the 1990 Clean Air Act.

were not interested in a functional model of

stability or maintenance of the status quo (Gioia
TELEOLOGY
AND EVOLUTION
and Pitre, 1990). In accord with Pettigrew,
we
also were not interested in a 'singular WITHIN
theory' A DIALECTICAL
(1985: 279) of decision-making, such asFRAMEWORK
rational,
boundedly rational, incremental, or garbage-can.
What
takes place in governments and mar
We felt that the juxtaposition of elements
from
(Wolf,and
1988; Lindblom, 1977; Dahl and Linddifferent levels-government, the market,
blom, 1976;
firms-drove our story forward. The ecology
of Preston and Post, 1975) is compli? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Macro-Industrial System

GOVERNMENT (teleologythesis)

SYNTHESIS

unique

unantici-

pated

results

THE MARKET (evolution-antithesis)

Figure 1. The process of competence acquisition: System-wide developments and firm-specific changes

cated. Few would unequivocally grant that what
government does is goal seeking and rational. A
large literature (e.g., see Lindblom, 1977) sees it
as haphazard, incremental, blundering, emergent,

THESIS: THE TELEOLOGICAL
FRAMEWORK WIT'HIN
GOVERNMENT

and conflict ridden. Similarly, few would maintain

To understand the teleological framework wit
government, some background on the history
regulation is needed. In 1955, Bernstein sugges
that vague statutory language was a reason f
the 'capture' of regulatory agencies by busine
Drawing upon existing legal literature about d
egation of authority to agencies, he argued th

that markets completely lack logical, goal-seeking
behavior. Firms have profit-making goals that are
fundamental to their continued existence. Though

governments and markets do not in general
behave in the stylized fashion that we describe,
we argue that in the case we analyze the driving
force in government is teleological, while in markets it is evolutionary.
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

the character of the law affected an agenc

relationships to the businesses it tried to cont
Strat. Mgmt. J., 19: 1145-1168 (1998)
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The vaguer the laws that the agency administered,

the less likely that it would be independent of
the businesses it was supposed to regulate. Lowi
(1979) brought together this scholarly criticism.

Relying heavily on the works of Davis (1977)

and Friendly (1962) he emphasized the problems
of undefined discretion in government agencies
and argued that the remedy for agency problems
attributable to vague and ill-formed legislation
was statutes drafted by Congress that had clear
goals and explicit means of implementation. Statutes of this character would institutionalize and

1151

found unacceptable, the agency had the right to
impose a different one.
The 1977 amendments to the Clean Air Act

Congress thus put in place a teleological logic

with envisioned end states and actions to reach

them. When progress was examined in 1975,
the Council on Environmental Quality found that
healthy air had been fully attained in 91 of the

nation's 247 air quality regions (Marcus, 1980).
In relatively unpopulated rural areas, where it had

make binding the sentiments of the public orignever been below safe levels, air quality was
inally mobilized for the purpose of passing achieved,
the
but in major metropolitan areas it often
legislation. Armed with strict legal authority,
was anot met. Congress, therefore, following a

regulatory agency was less likely to perform inadteleological logic modified the Clean Air Act
based on what it had learned. It amended the Act
equately, even if its activities no longer commanded general interest or attention (Bryner,
to give industry more time to comply, dealt

1987).

Since 1970, U.S. environmental policy has
been based on this principle that vague delegation
of administrative responsibilities would not work.

Without specific goals, timetables, and other

with ambiguities in the law, and provided new

authority to control hazardous air pollutants

(HAPs).

A major element in the revision had to do
with new coal-burning facilities. Under 1977

amendments to the Clean Air Act, the EPA set
means of implementation that force technological
change, industry would not budge. When the EPA
a new goal for these facilities-no more than 1.2
was created in 1970, Congress had been searching
lb. of sulfur dioxide (SO2) per million British
for 'handles' that would prevent industry from
thermal units (MBtu) of coal burned. This goal
evading the achievement of environment goals
encouraged utilities to design new plants using
(Jones, 1975; Marcus, 1980). It addressed the
low-sulfur coal, a development favorable to westproblem of vague delegation of authority with ern coal, but one which threatened eastern and
statutes that had clear goals, specific dates, andmidwestern coal interests, many of whose mines
other means of implementation. Instead of Con- might have to be closed. Environmental advocacy
gress in effect saying to the bureaucracy 'Here groups and high-sulfur coal producers therefore
is the problem, deal with it,' it used such statutesurged Congress to attach language to the 1977
to give the bureaucracy binding authority toamendments that required the use of scrubbers,
since with scrubbers at the end of a stack a
coerce industry into complying with the law.
The goal of the 1970 Clean Air Act was toutility could continue to burn high-sulfur coal
achieve 'healthy air' by 1975. Healthy air wasand the coal miners' jobs would not be threatened
defined in terms of reducing concentrations of(Ackerman and Hassler, 1981).
such pollutants as particulate matter, sulfur diox- Scrubbers were an end-of-pipe technology that
ide, carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants, did not lower emissions at the source. From a
and nitrogen oxides. Three months after the lawpollution prevention perspective that emphasizes
was passed, the EPA set national standards for changing the inputs to production rather than endthese pollutants. Nine months later each state of-pipe treatment (Freeman et al., 1992), scrub-

issued an implementation plan in accord withbers were not the preferred solution. With preven-

congressional deadlines. The states had to relate tion, fewer noxious substances are introduced to
emission production from industrial sources to begin with and costs can be contained because
ambient air quality goals and develop a 'roll backcapital-intensive treatment equipment is avoided.

technique' which would involve a percentage Congress, nevertheless, mandated that plants

reduction on the part of major emitters. Afterusing coal had to install scrubbers capable of 70each state wrote its plan, the EPA had to review 90 percent sulfur dioxide (SO2) removal
it. If the state submitted a plan that the EPAdepending on the sulfur content.
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act

2.5 lb per MBtu by January 1, 1995. They also
had to reduce their nitrogen oxide emissions start-

The teleological logic of evaluation and modifiing in 1995. However, Congress remained concation in government continued to unfold cerned
(Landy,
about the harm that these requirements
could
cause eastern and midwestern coal interests,
Roberts, and Thomas, 1990; Vig and Kraft,
1990;
Fiorino, 1995). By 1987, regular monitoring
and thus it gave a 2-year extension to plants that
showed that particulate matter levels had
fallen to buying scrubbing devices.
committed
by 21 percent, sulfur dioxide by 35 percent,
The approach in Phase II was similar. Starting
in the year 2000, more than 1900 additional units,
carbon monoxide by 32 percent, photochemical
with by
the capacity to generate 25 MW or more of
oxidants by 16 percent, and nitrogen oxides
12 percent; but most major air quality regions
power, would be affected. Along with the Phase
still failed to meet federal standards forI some
plants, they would have to cut their SO2 emistime period during a typical year (Marcus,
sions
1996).
to less than 1.2 lb per MBtu. Again, this
Given that these results were not what Congress
deadline could be extended until 2004 for plants
used scrubbers.
wanted, after a decade of debate, it again that
decided
to amend the Clean Air Act. It focused on the
With the teleological thrust evident in both
'acid rain' problem from coal-fired powerPhase
plants.
I and Phase II of this act, it was a surprise
Congress, unlike earlier, also introduced an
Formed mainly when SO2 and to a lesser that
extent
nitrogen oxides (NO,), precipitate out innovative
of the pollution-trading system, which tried
to mimic market-like processes (U.S. EPA, 1992).
atmosphere, acid rain was viewed as the source
Under
of damage to forests and lakes. The culprit
wasPhase I, generators that cut emissions by
more than the required amount earned pollution
thought to be the high-sulfur coal used by electric
rights
they could sell to other emitters or should
utilities and the nitrogen oxides, or NO,,
that
they need to expand use themselves. Congress,
were formed as a consequence of the combustion
however, continued to show its preference for
process. According to the EPA's 1989 emissions
scrubbers
inventory, utilities were responsible for 69.4
per- over market trading by placing a pro-

vision in
cent of U.S. SO2 emissions and 32.4 percent
ofthe Act that earned bonus credits for
utilities that installed these devices.
NO, emissions (U.S. EPA, 1989).
In conformity with the teleological logic, Congress passed new Clean Air Amendments in 1990
Clean coal technology
that established a fixed overall emissions goal of
8.95 million tons of SO2 per year. To put thisThese amendments threatened to impose substancap in perspective, the Department of Energytial costs on power plants that used high-sulfur
(DOE) indicated that total power plant SO2 emis- coal. The original projections were from $400 to
sions in 1993 were 14.4 million tons, leaving aas much as $1000 per ton of SO2 removed, as
required reduction of about 5.4 million tons (U.S.high as $0.01 per kilowatt hour (kWh), or about
Department of Energy, 1993a). Since from 1989the same as the utilities paid for fuel (U.S. EPA,

through 1993, S02 emissions had dropped by 1992). The issue thus was of major strategic

only 1.3 million tons, the challenge to the electric importance to the utilities. In response to protests
from the utilities and out of concern for eastern
utility industry was substantial.

Implementation was to be in two phases (U.S. and midwestern mining interests, the DOE
EPA, 1992). The first affected 260 units that had initiated a 'Clean Coal Technology' program to
the capacity to generate 100 MW or more of
develop better-working, low-cost scrubbers. The
power. Situated at 110 sites in 21 states, these federal government, in partnership with private
units were owned by 55 electric utilities. They industry, committed to spending $7 billion on
comprised about 13 percent of total U.S. generat- clean coal technology R&D, about $2.5 billion
ing capacity and were chosen because they emit- from the government and the rest from the utilted SO2 at an average annual rate of over 2.5 lb ities and technology companies (U.S. Department
per MBtu of coal consumed. According to the of Energy, 1994a).
teleologic logic that governed Congressional
The need for scrubbers was as great abroad as
decision making, the goal Congress set for them it was in the United States. Worldwide acid rain
was to lower their S02 emissions to less than
standards were very strict, and low-sulfur coal
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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was scarce. In Sweden, Germany, and Japan, acid
rain requirements were especially severe. In the
former Soviet republics and Mexico, standards

1153

*the number of rivals being great enough to
prevent large gains by any of them;

* the rivals and other economic actors having

reasonable information about the opportunities
available;
alone among major countries did not have high
* the rivals and other economic actors being eager
standards. Plans to use scrubbers were strong in
to maximize their returns; and
Asian countries like South Korea, whose SO2
emission standard was 1.2 lb per MBtu, the level * the rivals and other economic actors having
the United States required only by the year 2000. the freedom to act based on the knowledge
By 1999, South Korea's facilities would have to they possess.

also were high but not effectively enforced. China

reach an emission level of no more than 0.6 lb

These are
per MBtu. While it had been using low-sulfur

coal to meet the 1995 standard, South Korea

ideal market conditions in which eco-

nomic entities are unencumbered and have the

could not attain the 0.6 lb per MBtu standard
right to enter and exit relationships without con-

without scrubbers.

straints.

Thus, in establishing the clean coal program, In accord with a Darwinian logic, there is an
the U.S. government also helped U.S. industry
analogy between the selection processes in natural
develop markets for scrubbers abroad. It not only
systems and the selection processes in markets
set goals, but showed a clear preference for how(Green and Miles, 1996). Like organisms, firms
to achieve them (the teleological logic), and it
compete for survival. The products they make
subsidized scrubbers, an approach that was at
are found in many niches. Only some of these
odds with the principles of pollution prevention.products survive. The market acts as a screen or
filter to weed out unfit products. Buyers freely
select based on the information they have about
ANTI'THESIS: THE EVOLUTIONARY
prices and other product attributes. Their choices
LOGIC IN MARKETS
are sovereign. This process of variation, selection,
and retention, as it affected the choice of coal,
To understand the evolutionary response
in and
marnatural gas,
scrubber options after the passage
kets, classic work which describes how
markets
of the
1990 Clean Air Act, is described in the
next section.
ideally function needs to be considered
(e.g., see

Stigler, 1965; Friedman, 1972, 1979; Ward,
1979). The evolutionary logic suggests
that goals
Variation one: Low-sulfur coal
do not drive a system, but variation, selection,
and retention among rivals competing
Coal
for
was
scarce
the mostly commonly used fuel in the
resources. In classic descriptions of ideal
markets,
United
States for generating electricity. In 1993,
one finds spontaneous, free interplay among
56.9 percent
com- of electrical energy came from its
peting forces, many buyers and sellers,
freedom
burning
(U.S. Department of Energy, 1993a). In
of entry, and substantial mobility of
resources.
comparison
to other fuels, reserves for this fuel

Decision making is decentralized and
is
werethere
very ample.
Coal also was one of the

spontaneous coordination. Decision-makers
base
dirtiest fuels
available and a large contributor to
their choices mainly on information about
alternagreenhouse gases and global warming. The types
of coal
available,
tives provided by prices. The incentive
they
have however, were diverse. For
to make a deal is self-interest, and their
capacities
the
industrial market, the main competition (see
to rationally calculate are great. Each
Table
deal
1) they
was between bituminous (high-sulfur)
make is supposed to improve their economic
coal and sub-bituminous (low-sulfur) coal, though
situation without reducing that of others. The sum lignite, a very low-quality coal, played a small
total of these mutually beneficial deals adds up role, and, in some areas, like the southwest, dominated.
to an increase in welfare (Ward, 1979).
Bituminous coal tended to be roughly 70 perStigler (1965) describes the conditions
cent
associated with near perfect market conditions
as:carbon and a few percent hydrogen, which
together represented the heating value of the min-

* rivals acting independently;
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

eral. The rest consisted of water, clays of various
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Table 1. Bituminous (high-sulfur) and sub-bituminous
(low-sulfur) coal
Bituminous Subbituminous

ment of Energy, 1989). These large reserves were

available in thick veins close to the surface. Even

greater reserves existed somewhat deeper below

the surface, necessitating open pit mining to
recover them, but at a cost still much below

Main location in U.S. East/midwest West

that in the east and midwest. Low-sulfur sub-

Percentage sulfura 1.71 0.41

bituminous western coal differed sufficiently from
higher-sulfur bituminous coals, however, such that

Heat content (Btu/lb)a 12,045 8763

lb of sulfur/MBtua 1.47 0.47

Reserves Declining Vast

Cost of mining High Low

Boiler modifications No Yes
needed

it usually could not be substituted for the latter
without boiler modification.

Successive Clean Air Acts stimulated the

development of low-sulfur coal from the Powd
River Basin. The oil supply crises of the 1970s

aAverage values of the coal sold to utilities in 1993.
Adapted from U.S. Department of Energy (1993a).

and skyrocketing energy prices inspired additiona

sulfur in various forms. The sulfur content could

coal was found, produced only 3 tons of co

investment which began to pay off in the 1980
with substantial advances in productivity from
larger, more efficient earth movers, trucks, an
oxides (the unburned ash), oxygen, nitrogen, trace other equipment. A miner in Wyoming and Mo
compounds (such as chlorine and calcium), very tana produced over 20 tons of coal in an hour
small amounts of metals (including mercury), andwhile one in Appalachia, where most bituminou

Department of Energy, 1994b). Wester
be as high as 6 percent by weight but grades (U.S.
of
coal delivered to utilities sold for about $1 per
coal in use by generating facilities usually conMBtu in 1993 in states such as Nebraska, Iowa,
tained less than 4 percent sulfur. In 1993, total
Kansas, Minnesota, and Wisconsin (U.S. Departbituminous coal purchased by utilities averaged
ment of Energy, 1994b). Spot prices were as low
1.71 percent sulfur, which at an average of
as $0.80 per Mbtu (U.S. Department of Energy,
12,045 Btu per lb corresponded to 1.42 lb of sul1994b). To the south and east, prices also were
fur per million Btu heat content (U.S. Department
falling (See Table 2).
of Energy, 1994b). The sulfur content of the coal
in Appalachian mines, however, varied, and the
proportion with less sulfur was uncertain and
limited. Moreover, the mines from which this
coal came were mature, fully exploited, and had
high extraction costs.
Sub-bituminous coals were of lower quality Table 2. Average 1993 coal prices and sulfur content

than bituminous coals. Compared with a pound per million Btus delivered to outlying states from Powder River Basin, Wyoming, compared with the averages

of bituminous coal, a pound of western sub- from all coal sources to that statea
bituminous coal supplied about 30 percent less
heat (U.S. Department of Energy, 1989). The Receiving Wyoming Wyoming Avg. Avg.

moisture content of this coal tended to be much

state coal coal price all sulfur
delivered sulfur coal content all

higher. Powder River Basin coal from Wyoming,
for instance, was about 30 percent water. However, its sulfur content was low. In 1993, the

price content delivered coal
($/MBtu) (lb/MBtu)($/MBtu) (lb/MBtu)

average sulfur content of sub-bituminous coal
Arkansas 1.70 0.38 1.70 0.38
sold to utilities was 0.41 percent and, with anGeorgia 1.45 0.37 1.78 1.14
average heat content of 8763 Btu per lb, thisIndiana 1.20 0.39 1.27 1.61
Kentucky 1.22 0.59 1.17 2.09
equated to 0.47 lb per MBtu (U.S. Department

Louisiana 1.63 0.52 1.59 0.66

of Energy, 1994b). The Powder River Basin in
Massachusetts 1.75 0.34 1.68 0.80
Wyoming, and to a lesser extent Montana, had
Michigan 1.09 0.33 1.53 0.59
large reserves of low-sulfur coal (30 years or
Texas 1.67 0.40 1.44 1.15
more) mostly ranging from 0.25 lb per MBtu to

0.60 lb per MBtu (Sansom, 1990; U.S. Depart-

aU.S. Department of Energy (

? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Variation two: Natural gas

1155

Variation three: Scrubbers

Gas turbines (GTs) and combined cycle gas turRather than natural gas or low-sulfur coal, a
bines (CCGTs) were the main alternatives to
utility could install a scrubber and continue to
coal. They had outstanding environmental bene-use high-sulfur coal. Scrubbers took two forms.
fits, emitting no SO2, much less NO, and noLimestone wet flue gas desulfurization (WFGD)
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) like mercury.
equipment sprayed limestone slurry and water
Equally important, they had less neighborhood into the flue gas which formed a calcium sulfite
impact than coal-fired units, (i.e., communitiesand sulfate sludge that had to be disposed of in
were less likely to protest the siting of a natural
a landfill. WFGD could be employed for a range
of coal with different sulfur contents, and could
gas facility). Again, as with coal, a number of
options existed.
be installed when constructing new units or in
Single gas turbine (GT) units were a spin-offretrofitting old units. Usually, it removed 90 perof the aircraft jet engine, modified for stationary cent of the SO2 from the flue gas; however, it
power application and for burning natural gas. could be enhanced to remove 95 percent and
Units could use fuel oil (as jet engines did) oreven as high as 98 percent at relatively low cost
natural gas. The models closest to jet engines(an additional 5-10 percent in capital costs). For
ranged in power from 1/2 to 40 MW, while morea burner using 4 percent sulfur coal, the 1995

advanced systems produced 150-250 MW of capital costs were approximately $120-150 per
power. Their capital and fixed operating costs
kW for a new generating facility. For one using

were half that of coal-fired systems and they had
2 percent sulfur coal, the cost was about $30 per
thermal efficiencies of up to 40 percent.
kW less, while retrofitting an existing unit cost
CCGT systems tended to be larger. Consistingabout 10-15 percent more.
of a GT unit of 100-150 MW plus heat recovery Some facilities had insufficient space to install
steam and steam turbine generators of 50a WFGD system, making retrofitting even more
100 MW, they could attain thermal efficiencies expensive. Dry flue gas desulfurization alternaof over 55 percent. Priced at about $800 per kW tives existed, but though their costs were roughly
fully installed, they met extremely stringent new 15 percent lower than WFGD, they did not,
source performance standards for NO,. While GT except in specialized applications, have enough
systems often were used to provide peaking SO2 removal capability (they could remove only
power, CCGTs had sufficiently high thermal 50-90 percent of the sulfur) to be competitive.
efficiencies so that they were suitable for interIn a variation on WFGD, instead of sending the
mediate and base load applications. Both GTs sludge to a landfill, a utility could remove the
and CCGTs could be arrayed in modular units water and impurities from the sludge and make
for additional power capacity. This feature was gypsum, a marketable product. This capacity added
attractive to electric utilities and other power only $4 per kW to the capital costs, but in the

generators that preferred to respond to new United States made sense only if a utility was
capacity demands with an increment at a time. located near an area of high gypsum demand. In
Time of installation was quick. A 250 MW

Western Europe, on the other hand, the capability

CCGT could be installed within 2 years or less. to convert scrubber sludge into a useful byproduct
Gas turbine generating technology was blos- often was essential. Landfill permits to dump waste
soming with systems that achieved 60 percent sludge were not easily available. In Germany a
thermal efficiency within reach. These changes, utility had to have this capability.
bred not by environmental regulation alone, but Labor and maintenance costs for WFGD sysaided by it, enabled utilities to meet new capacitytems were about 2.5-3.0 percent of capital cost
needs, especially peak power demand, but base per year. Parasitic power losses were about 1.5
load as well, at low capital and operating costs. percent of plant output and reagent prices were
Important factors that contributed to the increasedlow, in the neighborhood of $0.050 per kWh,

demand for GT and CCGT were fear that high with limestone costing only $10 per ton. A good
clean-up costs would be imposed on newly con- estimate of the additional revenues needed to pay

structed coal-fired systems and growing localfor WFGD systems was $0.40 per kWh, a cost

opposition to siting coal plants.
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

much less than anticipated when the Clean Air
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Amendments were passed, but greater than the cent of all U.S. power. Table 3 shows the average
added cost of fuel for burning natural gas in a prices in cents per kilowatt hour that they charged
combined cycle turbine generator in most partstheir industrial customers in 1994, the population
of the United States (U.S. Department of
they served in millions, and the percentage of
Energy, 1993b).
their capacity from coal. A high level of coal (or
lignite) fired power and high industrial prices
meant a larger competitive effect from the 1990
Selection: The U.S. electric utility companies
Clean Air Amendments. Among these utilities,
The electric utilities (see Sanchez, 1995) then had
Carolina Power and Light was the most adversely
many variations from which they could choose:
affected. Based on analysis of 1994 10K reports,
DOE data (U.S. Department of Energy, 1994b),
different types of coal, different ways of generatand clarifying interviews with utility company
ing electricity from natural gas, and different
scrubbing systems. In 1993, the utilities sold arepresentatives, we summarize how these utilities
record 2.3 trillion kWh of electricity in the United
complied with Clean Air Amendments and met
their new generation needs.
States (U.S. Department of Energy, 1993a). Their
main product was ubiquitous and essential and
almost taken for granted unless a power failure
Compliance with Clean Air Amendments
occurred. With widespread computers and other
complex electronic devices, even a small variation
1. All (with the exception of Florida Power and
in power could do damage, and the utilities had
Light, which had almost no coal-based generto be concerned not only with availability but
ating capacity) resorted to using low-sulfur
with the reliability and quality of electricity transcoal as the core of their compliance strategy.
ported over long distances from concentrated gen2. Along the southeast and closest to Appalacherating centers.
Until recently, utilities were virtual monopolies.

Dramatic changes, however, had taken place

ian coal mines, the source of this coal was

Appalachian. Southern Company, however,
with plants running from Georgia to Alabama,

driven by industrial customers in search of lower
Louisiana, and Mississippi, was using some
costs and by state and federal regulators slowly
western coal and testing whether it could be
moving towards increased deregulation and comdelivered at a competitive price.
petition. Large consumers of electric energy saw
3. Powder River Basin coal had penetrated to the
nearby utilities offering power at lower rates than
South Central United States. It was providing
their own utility and pressed regulators to permit
Entergy Corporation with the complete solu'retail wheeling' (i.e., they sought to require the
tion to its SO2 compliance problems and helplocal utility to transmit the power of another
utility to supply them with electricity). Inject the
1990 Clean Air Amendments into this situation
and the result was the utilities' relentless search
for the lowest-cost solutions.

ing Houston Power and Light meet New

Source Performance Standards.

4. None of these utilities was contemplating the
use of scrubbers.

To illustrate how the utilities faced the chal-

Meeting new generation needs
lenges of complying with the Clean Air Amendments, we took 10 utilities in the southeast and

southwest as examples. These utilities all were 1. The 10 utilities had planned a total of seven
large and in an area of the country with above coal-fired units in 1990, but only three of
average growth in demand because of a vibrant these remained in their plans in 1993. In coneconomy, expanding population, and warm clitrast, they planned nine gas units in 1990, but
mate. They also were in an area of the country by 1993 the number of gas-fired units they
where the rivalry between eastern and western planned to construct had gone up to 21.
coal and between coal and natural gas was fierce.2. In 1994, Duke Power announced that it would
Because of augmented competition and advancing be completing a huge gas turbine station
deregulation, it was likely that these utilities designed to provide peaking power up to 1184
would be competitors for some of the same indus-

MW. This $500 million facility was not

trial customers. Together they generated 22 per- included in the 21 units it had planned in 1993.
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 3. Impact of Clean Air Act on southern and southwestern utilitiesa (based on
three factors)

Cost/kWh Population Percentage coal
Baltimore Gas and Electric 4.640 2.6M 44%

Dominion Resources (Virginia Power) 4.330 1.8M 39%
Duke

Power

4.240

4.9M

43%

Carolina Power and Light 5.290 3.5M 60%

Southern Company (Georgia Power, 4.300 11M 73%
Alabama Power, Mississippi Power, etc.)
Florida Power and Light (FPL Group) 4.910 6.5M 6%
Florida Progress Company (FPC) 4.840 1.2M 31%
Entergy Corporation (Louisiana Power and 4.470 2.4M 16%
Light, Gulf States, Arkansas Power and
Light, etc.)
Houston Industries 4.380 1.4M 43% coal + lignite
Texas Utilities 4.240 5.7M 26% lignite
aAdapted from work by Prudential Securities (1993, 1995) and Merrill Lynch (1993) analysts.

3. In the same year, Carolina Power and Light
announced new plans for an additional 225
MW GT unit in 1997, 1200 MW of additional
GT units in 1998-2000, and 1400 MW of
additional GT units in 2000-2007.

4. Florida Power and Light planned to meet its
capacity needs beyond 2000 by acquiring two
430 MW CCGT units and an existing 646 MW
coal-based unit from the Southern Company.

Switching to low-sulfur coal was the primary
approach taken by these utilities to reach compliance with the 1990 Amendments to the Clean
Air Act. Natural gas turbines captured most of
the new capacity market.

installation of limestone wet flue gas desulfurization systems. The remainder, or 78 percent,
switched instead to low-sulfur coal. Total coal

deliveries to utilities were steady from 1986 to
1993 and deliveries of bituminous coal did not

increase, but deliveries of sub-bituminous coal

grew at a rate of more than 3 percent per year
(U.S. Department of Energy, 1994b).
Natural gas for new power production

Utilities added little new coal-fired capacity and
had plans to add little in the future. For new
power production, the trend was to switch to

cleaner fuels rather than use end-of-pipe treatment. The utilities moved from coal to natural

gas. As of 1990, there were 35 coal-fired units
(16,380 MW) scheduled to come on line in the
treatment
United States over the next 10 years, and 203
The government was looking at end-of-pipe solunatural gas-fired units (18,475 MW). By 1993,
tions (scrubbers), but the market introduced a
the number of coal-fired units had dropped to 16
pollution prevention remedy at dramatically lower(6919 MW), while the number of gas-fired units
had increased to 278 (28,516 MW). These results
cost. Utilities simply reduced the amount of polare summarized in Table 4.
lutant at the source either by switching to lowIncreasingly, utilities were filling new power
sulfur coal or converting to natural gas burners.
generation needs by opening projects up for bids
and treating their own power generation subsidiLow-sulfur coal rather than scrubbers for old
aries at arm's length, since construction delays
plants
Retention: Prevention rather than end-of-pipe

and huge cost overruns had plagued so many of

Nationally, out of the 65,000 MW of the 1990
Clean Air Act Amendments' Phase I impacted
facilities, only about 14,000 MW involved the
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

them and contributed to wide electricity price

disparities in the United States in prior decades.
Independent power producers (IPPs) played an
Strat. Mgmt. J., 19: 1145-1168 (1998)
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Table 4. Planned U.S. plant additionsa (in the next 10 years), by energy source and year
New units New megawatts
As of 1990 As of 1993 As of 1990 As of 1993

Total
Coal

421 480 48,189
35 16 16,380

44,502
6,919

Natural gas 203 278 18,475 28,516
%
%

Coal 8.3%
Gas 48.2%

aAdapted

important

3.3% 34.0% 15.6%
57.9% 38.3% 64.1%

from

U.S.

Department

of

Ene

being planned
in many
parts of Europe, Asia,
role or
in
the
market
shar

bine

and elsewhere
(Mcilvaine Company, 1995b).
generators
achieved
(U.S. D
The demand for newThe
generating capacity
Energy, 1993a, 1993b).
burden
worldwide also
was strong,
with various promental regulations
was
being
tran
IPPs that won the
jections ranging
bids,
from 629,000
thus
MW to 820,000
reduc

ies' risk.

MW to be installed during the period from 1994
to 2003. Much of this new demand would be

International markets for scrubbers

met by coal and thus projected demand for

WFGD outside the United States was $4.3 billion

(Mcilvaine Company, 1995a). From 1985 to
1995, conventional limestone WFGD systems
systems such as clean coal available, sales of

With low-cost alternatives to conventional WFGD

scrubbers in the United States in 1995 were very
came down in real price. Technological development centered on speeding up the limestone feedslow. Competition in the United States increasing system, thereby enabling designers to reduce
ingly was narrowing to a contest between lowthe size of the unit. Overall advances were
sulfur coal for old plants and natural gas for new
ones. SO2 scrubbers, when not mandated, were
spurred by sales opportunities abroad and stif
competition for these opportunities.
not a viable option unless some special circumstance prevailed. The international market, how-

ever, was relatively healthy since Europe and

SYNTHESIS
Japan did not have the option of switching to
low-sulfur coal.

In Western and Central Europe, acid rain probTo recapitulate, the thesis is of a teleologic lo
lems were greater than in the United States. Basic
of goal formulation, implementation, evaluatio
industry-centered in a triangle comprising parts
and revision in government. The antithesis
of Poland, the Czech Republic, and Slovakiaan evolutionary logic of variation, selection, a
retention in markets. The confrontation between
used very low-quality, high-sulfur coal or lignite,
resulting in acid rain damage to forests throughout
these logics and their synthesis yields a unique
the area and beyond. Acid rain was having a
resolution not anticipated by either. The route to
greater impact on European forests and lakes than change is dialectical. Opposing government and
in the United States. Poland, the Czech Republic,market forces yield unique and unintended outcomes.
and Slovakia burned very dirty 'brown' coal without adequate pollution controls. German forests The way in which competitive forces unfold
also suffered significant damage. South Koreahard for the government to predict. The U.S.
was developing similar problems and was just asgovernment tended to favor an add-on device
aggressive in finding solutions to these problems.because it wanted to maintain the status quo.
Since outside the United States low-sulfur coal

did not want to appear as if it was favorin

western coal interests over eastern and midwestwas not as readily available, the market for
WFGD was strong and projects were under wayern coal interests. However, market forces were
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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more dynamic than these government desires.
Though delayed by it, the market pushed beyond
the government's vision of reduction by add-on
devices and went for the more efficient solution

1159

one company to achieve sustained compe

advantage in this setting was difficult. Two

panies, BN and GE, did seize the opportu

They had a keen sense for products that w
of lower sulfur-burning fuel as an input to proadd value to their utility customers. The
duction. These innovations came at a critical time
themselves in a position of not only recogn
in the evolution of the utility industry. Dereguthis potential but acting on it. Their route
lation, and the consequent need to reduce costs,
competence acquisition differed, however,
forced the industry to find solutions to Clean Air
BN primarily looking outside in external m
regulations at lower costs than envisioned when
for talents, technologies, and ideas (See F
legislation was forged.
1) and GE taking mostly an inside track. W
Cost issues for the utilities were complex. As
mostly since all competence acquisition inv
our analysis suggests, each case was highly pecuactivity at both levels.
liar to the operating characteristics of the system:

what the demand profile was like, what peak
Looking outside
demand was like and for how long it lasted,
what kind of coal was being used and what BN
its sought to position itself as the premier

characteristics were (sulfur and ash content, etc.),
of coal. It collaborated with suppliers, custo
and other external entities to deliver coal at the
how boilers were designed, what were the labor
costs, whether there were space limitations for
lowest cost possible. Created in 1970, the cominstalling scrubbers, and so on. In general, the
pany was the result of the merger of a number
of the nation's oldest and most well-known railchanges that took place, though more in conform-

ance with the principles of prevention than the
roads. The 1960s and 1970s had been a period
government intended, were also incremental of
in widespread financial distress in the railroad
nature and less burdensome on the utilities than
industry (Reinhardt, 1991). In 1988, BN took the
anticipated. While making the switch to Powder
risky and controversial step of spinning off almost
all its nonrailroad assets. About a third of its
River Basin coal for an existing boiler was not
cost free and not all boilers were able to make
total revenues then came from hauling coal. It
the switch at low cost, this type of change
was
transported
144 million tons of coal, with coal
much less difficult for a utility to make than
being almost 50 percent of the freight it handled.
installing scrubbers.

About 90 percent of this coal came from the

Powder River Basin.

MICRO-DEVELOPMENTS IN
PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY

Transportation costs were a large fraction of
the delivered price of low-sulfur coal. Lowering
these costs was not a trivial undertaking. There
were no waterways for the transport of this coal

there
was the
for eastern and midwestern coal.
At the nexus of the U.S. story is as
not
just
electric utility industry, challenged
bylocated in remote parts of the
The both
coal was

deregulation and increasing competition
country
and
far by
from established markets. The railroad
new environmental constraints, but the
industry's
industry
vetoed a proposal to build a coal slurry
key suppliers, competing not only among
pipeline themthat would have had to run over property
selves in each sector but competing sector
against
for which
it owned the right of way. For western
sector to provide the best and lowest-cost
socoal to be
a viable option, new track-heavier
lutions to meet these challenges. These
to endure
suppliers
the pounding from coal-had to be
constructed.
combined and recombined assets and
acquired

distinctive competencies that allowedDuring
themthe
to1970s, the position of the Interstate
Commerce
Commission (ICC) was that the railcapture the rents available from the
Clean Air
Act's passage.
roads should build the lines together and share
the costs. BN and the Chicago and Northwestern
The 1990 amendments unleashed competitive
(C&NW)
railroad jointly constructed a line to
forces among the suppliers of coal, the
developers
of natural gas systems, and the providers
the Powderof
River
airBasin making the largest investpollution control technologies. The ability
ment in of
newany
track by U.S. railroads since the
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1930s. However, C&NW was in financial difimprove efficiency (Burlington Northern, 1994).
ficulty (Bailey and Benson, 1989) and was unable
The company's vision was to market low-sulfur
to meet its share of the costs. BN, as a result,

Powder River Basin coal in the Eastern United

did not allow C&NW to use the track for a

States, Canada, the Pacific Rim, Europe, and
period of over 5 years. During this time,
Mexico.BN
Thus, the challenge was to drive prices

down
as much as it could. As Table 2 shows,
continued to invest heavily in upgrading
track,
its vision had become a reality in some parts of
United States.
River Basin surge dramatically. For severalthe
years,
In 1994, coal transport generated 33 percent of
BN enjoyed high monopoly rates until the Inter-

and it saw its traffic in coal from the Powder

state Commerce Commission (ICC) stepped
BN'sin
rail revenues and 19 percent of Union

Pacific's (UP); BN and UP reached as far east
after protests from BN's customers (Reinhardt,
1991).
as Chicago to the north and St Louis and

C&NW then joined with the Union Pacific

Memphis to the south. In 1995 UP announced

railroad (which now owns C&NW) to offer com-

an offer to purchase Southern Pacific. It wanted

peting service. In 1984, competition was un-

to own a rail line to transport coal to the east. BN,
meanwhile, expressed its intention to purchase the

leashed, rates dropped, and the rails started to
cut operating costs and to improve efficiency. To
meet the competition from C&NW, BN invested

Santa Fe Railroad for the same reason. The

stretch of these railroads, thus, was truly

heavily in new technology to lower operating

immense. In interviews we were told of a mid-

costs. It experimented with different train configurations and operating tactics to improve coordination of train movements and achieve higher

west utility at a mine mouth, whose state was
willing to subsidize a scrubber to save miners'
jobs, but which opted instead for the delivery of

utilization rates for cars and locomotives. It

coal from the Powder River Basin. The acqui-

sitions
the railroads made created two large and
brought together the technology from many
sec-

carriers in the western part of the
tors: computers and automation for better dominant
schedulUnited
States in fierce competition with one
ing and traffic controls (a major problem
given

the enormous volume of traffic involved), another
electricfor the coal market in the United States

and beyond and capable of supplying coal at
and diesel motor technologies for more powerful
locomotives at lower cost (General Motors
and
competitive
prices to utilities that traditionally
had notand
used western coal.
GE were the suppliers), better coal hoppers,
improved tracks.
The end result was that the transportation costs
to deliver a ton of Powder River coal to distant

Harmonizing what is known

BN's accomplishments were to a large extent a
utility markets were lower than they were before
of external search. Rather than looking
1984; in current dollars, prices in 1994 fellresult
by
outside, GE was in the position of harmonizing
Energy, 1994b).The continued growth the rail- what was known internally. It is a huge company

more than 40 percent (U.S. Department of

roads saw for western coal stimulated additional

with many divisions (aircraft engines, power sys-

tems, electrical distribution and control, inforimprovements. BN believed that a new, more

mation services, motors and industrial systems,
powerful locomotive with AC electric traction
and transportation). For years, it had been conmotors would lower operating costs even more
cerned about its ability to coordinate its diverse
(Grinstein, 1993). In 1994, it took the unprecactivities to effectively meet customer demand.
edented step of purchasing 404 of these locomotives (Burlington Northern, 1994). As it owned
The high cost of exchanging information among
at the time only 583 locomotives, this investment
divisions was believed to be an impediment to
was massive. BN was seeking to create a 'Trough
change (see Galunic and Rodan, 1997). Separate
Train' made up of extended cars of 13 sections
organizational problems, solutions, agendas, and
that would increase coal-carrying capacity by
coalitions
30prevented trust and cooperation from
40 percent. It also was working with its suppliers
developing. To 'get at the learning opportunities
thataabound in, and around, a multi-business
to redesign doors for easier unloading, to have
more aerodynamic exterior to reduce wind resistglobal company,' GE tried 'to deal with the
ance, and to use a lighter aluminum framemyriad
to
boundaries that were impeding the gener? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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ation and transfer of ideas' (General Electric,
increased investment in turbine technology at the
1997: 4). The culture and values that it tried tosame time that new reserves of natural gas were
instill were based on the principles of 'beingbeing discovered to fuel the expected growth in
open to ideas from anywhere,' 'having the confidemand. However, it quickly faced very stiff
dence to involve everyone,' and 'behaving in competition
a
from WX, ABB, and Siemens, who
boundaryless fashion.'
forged partnerships with the other jet engine supthe desire, and the ability, of an organization to
continuously learn from any source, anywhereand to rapidly convert this learning into actionis its ultimate competitive advantage (General
Electric, 1997: 4).

pliers.

GE's market share of gas turbine generators

between 1990 and 1995 had been as high as 80

percent. It achieved this dominance by being the
first company to introduce a CCGT system with
thermal efficiencies of 55 percent. It benefited
GE went after boundaries that impeded inno-greatly from being a long-time manufacturer of

vation with an initiative called 'Work-Out.' Man-

jet engines, while its competitors had to form
agement appraisal and compensation systems
strategic alliances with Pratt & Whitney and Rolls

were used as 'critical enablers' to create a 'hori-

Royce to gain proprietary technology. Most of
zontal learning' organization that could develop
its competitors, however, ultimately caught up,
and apply knowledge across diverse global bringing
busi- GE's worldwide and U.S. market share
ness units.
down to about 50 percent in 1995. Most of the
As applied to natural gas, this initiative wasproducers were slashing prices to get orders, as

very important. As well as having one of the
the industry had over-capacity and its growth had

world's largest and most diversified industrialstarted to slow.

research laboratories (in Schenectady, New After the passage of the Clean Air AmendYork), GE historically had strong divisions ments,
in
the four fiercely competitive major manuaircraft engines, power systems, and information
facturers of turbines, led by GE, worked to
services. It used these strengths to develop a lowincrease thermal efficiency. Top of the line Asea
cost, highly thermally efficient technology for
Brown Boveri (ABB) and Westinghouse (WX)
burning natural gas. The independent technologimodels reached 57-58 percent efficiencies, while
cal developments that helped open the market
GE announced a new 60 percent thermally
for these systems were: constant technological
efficient model in 1995. Because the efficiency
advances in jet engine design and manufacture,
of coal-fired systems rarely exceeded 33 percent,
fostered by a high level of both military spendingthe operating costs of a 60 percent efficient
and spending for commercial aircraft, that enabled
CCGT were roughly equal to those of coal. The

GTs and CCGTs to be successfully adapted for
capital costs were substantially lower and natural
electric power generation; and failing natural gas
gas plants had clear environmental advantages.
costs, due to high-performance PCs and workstaNatural gas, though it could not replace existing
tions capable of processing 3D seismic data and
coal-fired plants, was highly competitive in the
to advanced drilling techniques such as horizontal
new power production market.
systems. Low gas prices were a byproduct of theGE also led the way in scrubber technology
need to find petroleum more cheaply and of
(see Table 5).2 Its major competitors for this mar-

explosive innovations in microprocessors and

memory devices that made new drilling methods
2WX, a diversified company, was smaller and less successful
than
possible. In both turbine technology and gas

GE. Its financial services division, which had been

discontinued, was beset with bad loans that put the company
exploration, innovation came from incremental
under stress and near bankruptcy. Profitability was dragged
steps nurtured by countless innovations in other
down by its Energy Systems division, which serviced nuclear
power markets. WX had advertised 'The World's Largest and
areas from better materials to computer-aided
Most Efficient 60 Hz Industrial Gas Turbine' with an output
design and analysis.
of 230 MW (single turbine), 38.5 percent thermal efficiency,
GE focused on competing for the new power
and producing (when in tandem with a steam generator and
HRSG) the highest efficiency in the industry of about 58
generation market as a spin-off of its jet engine
percent. However, GE's turbine, which it announced in 1995,
technology. Because of its experience in jet
was able to surpass this level of efficiency. ABB, the Swedish
engine technology and power production systems,
company, became the world's largest manufacturer of electriit took the lead and captured the early rents. cal
It energy-related equipment with the purchase of WX's
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 5. Installed

base of wet flue gas desulfurization
the company's proprietary patented process were
and market shares of major comproducts (WFGD)
about 30 percent more than a limestone/gypsum
paniesa

Poland

46,809 MW
18,839 MW
7,455 MW
5,925 MW
2,600 MW
2,585 MW
2,000 MW
1,800 MW
1,440 MW

Taiwan

1000 MW

Finland

1000
850
630
275

World wide
United States

Germany
Japan
Italy

Netherlands

United Kingdom

France

Austria

Czech Republic

Slovenia
Slovakia

system and the SO2 removing capabilities were
similar. Unlike gypsum byproduct, which was

low priced and whose sale did not provide a

positive cash flow, granulated ammonium sulfate

could fetch a high price. The cost profile was
favorable provided a growing market for the
byproduct developed. A difficulty was that utilities did not want to enter the fertilizer production

business, where they had no experience and
which was subject to volatile pricing.
Other air pollution control devices, that could
remove substantial percentages of SO2, NO, and
many HAPs, were in the testing and development

MW
MW

MW
MW

stages. ABB Environmental Systems and Bab-

220 MW

Brazil

60 MW

cock & Wilcox had technologies that were being
tested at Ohio Edison facilities (U.S. Department
of Energy, 1994c). Both companies participated
in DOE's Clean Coal Technology program, while
GE did not become involved, preferring an inter-

Domestic WFGD market Worldwide WFGD market
1981-93 1981-93
GE

30% GE 26%
30% ABB 3%

ABB

nal route to development to this complicated

B&W 30% B&W 12%
Other 10% SHU 8%
MHI 6%
D-B 6%

entanglement. GE was big enough to go it alone

Other

aAdapted

from

26%

internal

and the unique culture and values it tried to instill

of permeable organizational boundaries, continuous information exchange, and the melding of
innovations from many sources within the company made doing
so possible.marketing
General
Electric

ket were ABB and Babcock & Wilcox (B&W).

Combining components in new ways

ABB owned Combustion Engineering, and B&Though their routes to competence acquisition
W was a subsidiary of McDermott International.
were different, BN and GE did share one thing.
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) and DeustcheThey both had an uncanny ability to integrate
Babcock (DB) also had some market share. All
innovations from diverse sources (see Figure 1)
these competitors were working on advanced sys-in order to create unique, though somewhat fleettems. GE, for instance, had a system which ing, competitive advantage. They both had a

replaced limestone with ammonia and yielded a capacity for synthesis (Usher, 1954; Kash,
byproduct of granulated ammonium sulfate, a 1989)-an ability to combine information, knowlhigh-value-added fertilizer. The capital costs of edge, experience, and materials in ways not previously combined and to create products and
transmission and distribution business and the U.S. engi- processes with characteristics not formerly availneering firm of Combustion Engineering in the 1980s. The able. This capacity enabled them to carry out
remainder of its revenues were in environmental controls,
tasks hitherto not thought possible such as
mass transit, and industrial equipment. Since 1990, its growth
had been negligible because of a worldwide slump in the delivering Powder River Basin coal in a costindustrial capital equipment. Its most advanced CCGT, boast- effective manner to the southeastern portion of
ing an efficiency of 57-58 percent, was just behind WX. the

United States or achieving 60% thermal

Siemens, the well-known German company, was a leader in a
range of technologies for electrical engineering and electronics efficiencies in combined cycle gas generation.
systems. Like ABB, however, Siemens had a difficult timeWhat stimulated their doing this was the dialecti-

in the 1990s due to the economic slowdown in Europe.
Siemens and ABB, as European companies, did not have

cal process we have described-a government
that
defined goals that went beyond state of the
flexible labor forces, and preserved market share by slashing
prices to maintain employment.
art and a market process that encouraged intense
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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micro-developments in proprietary technology but

pressure from government and markets with com-

from the creation of macro-industrial infrastruc-

petence acquisition by the companies hastened

tures that arise out of the decisions of public and
private actors over extended periods. Numerous

integration of diverse knowledge and skills. Each

by itself-the dialectical process or company
action-could not have induced change of this
magnitude, but together these elements had the
power to unleash unanticipated and unique results.

events pertaining to the development of this infra-

structure take place over time that both facilitate
and constrain change. In accord with this theory,
our study suggests that system-wide properties,
such as long-standing elementary and opposing

logics in societal forces like governments and

LESSONS: THE DIALECTICAL
ROUTE TO CHANGE

markets, contribute in significant ways to the
creation and acquisition of new competencies by

business firms. These forces channel and direct

In this paper, we combine dialectics,
a focus
the paths
that the acquisition of new competencies
take. The state
of creative tension, the dialectic
on conflict between entities, with teleology
and
evolution, an emphasis on logics within
entities.
in which
they exist, helps to forge new and
Bringing together theories of conflict
and synunanticipated
syntheses that can either forward or
thesis with theories of purposeful enactment
retard socialand
progress and enhance or detract from
economic
benefit.
competitive selection provides a missing
category
(see Table 6) in the studies Van de Ven and
In government, the command framework of
Poole (1995) list. Van de Ven (1993a, 1993b)
setting fixed goals and holding industry accountmaintains that innovation emerges not just from
able can prevail. In markets, a less definitive

process may be at work. No other fixed goals
Table 6. Typology of organizational change and

development processesa

exist other than opportunism and a general desire

to economize and achieve economic gain. The
norm is to experiment and rely on trial and error

decision making, with prices being the main,
and often decisive, piece of information. The
intricacies
of market relationships have to be
Purposeful Conflict Competitive
enactment and selection
appreciated, however. Competition played an
Teleology Dialectics Evolution

synthesis

Single-motor theories

Teleology (March and Yes No No
Simon, 1958)
Dialectics (Benson, No Yes No
1977)
Evolution (Hannan No No Yes
and Freeman, 1977)

Dual-motor theories

Group conflict (Coser, Yes Yes No
1956)

Community ecology No Yes Yes
(Astley, 1985)
Punctuated

Yes

No

Yes

equilibrium
(Tushman and
Romanelli, 1985)
Tri-motor theories

Competency Yes Yes Yes
acquisition
(this paper)
aAdapted from Van de Ven and Poole (1995).
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

overwhelmingly important role in our case, but
so too did specialization, another feature noticed
by such great and early observers of markets as
Adam Smith. Free, unencumbered markets help
make this specialization possible.
In our case, markets, while not perfect, did
operate with many levels of competition. There
was competition between fuels-coal and natural
gas, between types of coal, between different
ways of generating electricity, and between different scrubbers. The utilities who needed a means

by which to cope with the Clean Air Act had
long been treated as a natural monopoly and
removed from competition, but increasingly this
status was changing and they were facing a more
competitive environment as well. Owners of coal
and natural gas competed, as did those that transported the fuels, made the technology to generate
electricity from them, built the power plants (e.g.,

IPPs), and manufactured the scrubbers.
Thus, government goals, monitoring of progress, and revising of goals in light of what was
Strat. Mgmt. J., 19: 1145-1168 (1998)
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learned were the thesis. The antithesis was market

(1985) has carried out, it is different in that it
starts with the firm's context and moves from the
competition. It generated successive variations for
selection and retention. Synthesis was a solution
context to firm-level decision-making, rather than
for electric generation in the United States which
the other way around.
relied mostly on pollution prevention. The dialec-Second, the framework used in this analysis,
tic helped bring this win-win solution, that
though interpretive, can be translated into the
improved the environment and limited economic
language of normal science. The interpretive
losses, into existence, but it was not the dialectic
framework of setting, complication, resolution,
alone. The macro-process of system-level change
release, and completion (Bryson and Hostager,
was abetted by a micro-process of firm-level
1986), which provides coherence to how the story
change. Also needed were individual firms which
evolved, is as much in conformity with literary
took advantage of the opportunities offered. The
theory (Burke, 1945) and the philosophy of hismacro-system changes channeled and directed the
tory as it is with normal science. Translating this
paths that the acquisition of new competencies
interpretive framework into the language of nortook at the firm level.
mal science, the dependent variable would be
Implications for research

competence acquisition. In the case of pollution
prevention in electric generation, this variable

is the capacity to meet the demands of new

The case study methods we used to reach these
environmental requirements by changing fuels at
conclusions have their limitations. System-wide
the source rather than relying on expensive and
properties form agglomerations of rigidities as
unwieldy add-on devices (scrubbers). This
well as capabilities that inhibit as well as facilitate
capacity is stimulated by a combination of external, macro-system factors residing in the
competence acquisition. In our case, their capacity
for facilitation overwhelmed their capacity for
political/legal and market contexts, and by a combination of internal micro-system factors residing
inhibition, but we can imagine other cases where
in the firm.
their inhibiting characteristics would override
their facilitating properties. Thus, the results weThus, in normal science terms, this case yields
the following hypothesis:
reached may be idiosyncratic and not generalizable beyond this case. Given these limitations,
1. the more government sets up a teleological
what implications are there for research?
First, the framework offered here differs from structure of goals and end points, the more
that proposed by prior process theorists of change likely there is to be competence acquisition

and competency acquisition. It looks at com- by firms;
2. the more the market fits an evolutionary patpetency acquisition as a combination of macrosystem changes and micro-system developments tern of variation, selection, and retention, the
in proprietary technology. It unites external more likely there is to be competence acqui-

elements in the context of the firm-both the

sition by firms;

3. the more firms search for talent, technology,
political/legal environment and the economic

environment-with elements internal to the firm,
and ideas outside themselves, the more likely
they are to acquire competencies when governthe capacities for looking outside for talent, tech-

nology, and ideas and for harmonizing whatment
is sets up a teleological structure and the
market fits an evolutionary pattern; and
known internally. This type of analysis is unique.
It does not narrowly focus on the economic
4. the more firms can harmonize what they learn

environment as do theories of induced change externally with what they know internally, the
(Ruttan and Hayami, 1984). It also fully
more likely they are to acquire competencies
incorporates political and legal factors unlike
when government has this structure and the
evolutionary theories (Burgelman, 1984), path
market this pattern.
dependency, and theories of diffusion (Rogers,
1983). Moreover, it opens the 'black box'Further
of research might turn our interpretive theory
change and begins to examine internal organiinto a variance theory and test it in a different
zational processes. Though this type of analysis
context to determine how generalizable the results
shares a great deal with the kind that Pettigrew
are. The challenge would be to find the right
? 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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setting for such a test, to operationalize the variables, and to determine how in combination they
produce the predicted results.

Implications for practice
For government the implications of these findings

1165

tage as looking outside. Competence acquisition,
then, can be derived from both market and hier-

archical processes (Williamson, 1996). It can be
both purchased and produced. External and internal paths to its acquisition play an important role
(Godfrey and Gregersen, 1997).

In sum, competency acquisition is a social
process consisting of complex learning across

are that it should set goals, take actions to reach
them, monitor progress, and modify what it does
based on what it learns. Markets need to approach
ideal conditions, and when they stray from these
conditions government needs to correct them.

organizational boundaries. It depends on competitive markets and government. It relies on there
being many innovations in different sectors and

Government should try to assure freedom to enter

advantage by melding these innovations in ways

on corporate managers who gain competitive

and forge relationships, many buyers and sellers,

that meet social needs. The creative tension

mobility of resources, and good information about

between government and markets often drives
change. The process of competency acquisitio
requires that many elementary social forces oper
ate at very high levels, a condition which canno

options. The more a society approaches such
ideals, the greater the degree to which individual
firms should have opportunities to develop distinct competencies. A key is that the government
has to provide the dialectical goad to accelerate

market processes and it has to guarantee that

be expected in all situations. It also requires

that managers be ready to seize the opportunitie
offered by these dialectical forces.

conditions approaching pure markets exist.

These conditions are the necessary, but not
sufficient conditions, for competence acquisition.
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